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“Fill your life with experiences, not things. Have stories to tell, not stuff to show.” -Unknown. In
the summer of 2019, my family and I went to China. It was definitely one of my favorite trips I’ve
experienced so far. I got to visit amazing sights and eat the most delicious food I’ve ever eaten! I also
really enjoyed the time I spent with my parents. The highlights of our trip were going to an amazing
karaoke place, climbing one of the seven wonders of the world, the Great Wall of China, and my favorite
part, my uncle's wedding day.
The first highlight of my trip was going to a huge fancy karaoke place with my family. Do you
like to sing? When everyone had their snacks and drinks we headed to the
place. One thing I love about spending time with my parents is getting to eat
delicious meals with them. When I grow up I will cherish all those times I
sat at the dinner table with my mom and dad and shared a moment of
happiness! My mom and dad are amazing parents and they love to have a
lot of fun which I admire about

them. The

inside appeared to be even bigger

than it

appeared on the outside! We checked in and were shown to our

karaoke

room. It had a couch and a huge screen in front. It also included a

computer

to change the songs. My siblings and I were allowed to explore

and when

I say I almost got lost, I actually mean it. There were so many

hallways.

I really wanted to get one of the snacks there even though we just

bought a

lot. But they looked so appetizing I could taste them in my mouth. Anyways, we finished exploring and
eventually found our way back to the room. When I walked in I watched in horror, as my dad and mom
tried to sing. I'm kidding! They weren’t too bad, better than me! I sang one song but I was really bad so I
decided to just relax and watch. My parents always push me to try
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new things which I sometimes find annoying but I know in the future I will thank them for it. By the time
everyone sang at least two songs everyone was exhausted. We left around 1:30 am and got to the hotel at
about 2 am. I drifted to sleep as soon as I laid my head on my pillow. I will definitely cherish this moment
forever because I had the chance to do something I have never done before and my parents made that
experience even better!
Another amazing part of my trip was climbing the Great Wall Of China. Have you ever been
there? We arrived in a private bus and right when we got there I was disgusted by how many caterpillars
there were! They were huge! Anyways, while we were walking my brother decided to run off which was
really amazing because we had to spend 45 minutes trying to find him. I loved spending time with my
mom and dad. We talked and took pictures to preserve the
memories. After the climb, we didn’t actually walk the whole wall,
we walked about half or more. But we were too tired to walk the
whole wall. As I was saying, to get back down from the wall, you
can either walk all the
way back meaning you would have to walk double the length of
how much you just climbed. We didn’t want to do that so we
went for the fun option, the cart ride. Basically, we were given a
cart to ride on down a huge slide. As soon as I got on the cart it
went straight down. “Woohoo!” I shouted as I slipped down the slide. I was going as fast as a cheetah! It
was so fun! My mom came down last because she was terrified of rides and caterpillars were falling on
her from the trees so we were all laughing uncontrollably when she finally got out. “Can we go again?”
My sister asked. “We would have to climb all the way back to where we were before if we wanted to go
again. Sorry,” My dad reasoned. Anyways, from all the calories I burned I was starving. I was so hungry I
could eat a horse! We went to a small shop to get lunch and I got a burger and fries. As I bit into the juicy,
meaty burger I tasted the luscious, rich flavors in my mouth. It’s funny how we are in China but we
decided to eat the most popular food in America at the Great Wall of China if that makes sense. But it was
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delicious! My dad loves to cook food as well as my mom so the whole trip was amazing because we ate
the most appetizing foods! Afterwards we were all super tired so we just headed back to our apartment to
relax and watch movies. Climbing the great wall was definitely a very memorable experience and I will
never forget it!
My favorite part of the trip and the last highlight of China was my uncle's wedding! Have you
ever been to a wedding? So let’s rewind to the beginning of the day. We headed to the venue at noon to
get ready and set up. When I got there, my uncle and aunt were both getting ready in separate rooms and
there were already some guests arriving. I was shown to
the room where my aunt was getting her dress on and
her makeup done. As soon as I entered the room, a lady
told me to put on my dress and then sit down in a chair
in front of the vanity. She took out a huge bag of
makeup and started to do my face. It took about 30
minutes to finish the makeup but we weren’t done. I still
had to fix my messy hair. I was swept up into a beautiful updo and bobby pinned in place. I had to wait
for my sister, my mom and my aunt to finish getting ready. My aunt's dress was beautiful! She actually
designed it herself because she works in fashion. It was a long, white dress with a cut in the waist area and
a bow to pull the look together. My mom is actually a fashion designer so I admire fashion as much as she
does. After about an hour and a half, we were finally done. My aunt couldn’t actually leave the room until
everyone was outside. I was given a basket of flower petals to throw because I was the flower girl along
with my sister. We walked down the aisle tossing flower petals to create a path for the bride and suddenly,
GASP! My aunt was right behind me, walking down the aisle. She looked so beautiful! We reached the
center stage and stepped out of the way, making way for my aunt and uncle. Vows were said and then of
course they kissed. Everyone applauded. WOOHOO! Now the worst part, the pictures. The groom and the
rest of the men all took a few pictures together and the same with the women. Then it was time for my
favorite part! THE BUFFET! It looked so appetizing and it definitely tasted as good as it looked! Later
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on, my sister and I had to sing a song for my uncle and aunt. My brother played guitar with us. I was
really nervous but as I sang my nerves went away. My aunt and
uncle were actually crying when the song ended! My dad pushed
my sister and I to try something new which turned out to be a
wonderful experience. We were exhausted and so we went to bed
right when we got back. I’ve only experienced two weddings in
my life so this was definitely a very memorable highlight of my
trip.
In conclusion, these were three reasons why China was so memorable. As Mark Twain once said,
“The two most important days of your life are the day you are born, and the day you find out why.”
Traveling to China was the most amazing experience! I learned to cherish every memory, and that life is
short and you have to live it!

